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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Topic 1)
Refer to the exhibit.

The output is from a router in a large enterprise. From the output, determine the role of the router.
A. ACore router.
B. The HQ Internet gateway router.
C. The WAN router at the central site.
D. Remote stub router at a remote site.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Since the routing table shows only a single default route using the single interface serial 0/0, we know that this is most likely a remote stub site with a single
connection to the rest of the network. All the other answer options would mean that this router would have more connections, and would contain more routes.

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Topic 1)
Refer to the topology and switching table shown in the graphic.

Host B sends a frame to Host C. What will the switch do with the frame?
A. Drop the frame
B. Send the frame out all ports except port 0/2
C. Return the frame to Host B
D. Send an ARP request for Host C
E. Send an ICMP Host Unreachable message to Host B
F. Record the destination MAC address in the switching table and send the frame directly to Host C
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Topic 2)
A switch receives a frame on one of its ports. There is no entry in the MAC address table
for the destination MAC address. What will the switch do with the frame?
A. drop the frame
B. forward it out of all ports except the one that received it
C. forward it out of all ports
D. store it until it learns the correct port
Answer: B
Explanation:
Understanding this concept is prime for understanding that when switch receives the data frame from the host not having the MAC address already in the MAC
table, it will add the MAC address to the source port on the MAC address table and sends the data frame. If the switch already has the MAC address in its table for
the destination, it will forward the frame directly to the destination port. If it was not already in its MAC table, then they frame would have been flooded out all ports
except for the port that it came from.

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Topic 3)
After the network has converged, what type of messaging, if any, occurs between R3 and R4?
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A. No messages are exchanged
B. Hellos are sent every 10 seconds.
C. The full database from each router is sent every 30 seconds.
D. The routing table from each router is sent every 60 seconds.
Answer: B
Explanation:
HELLO messages are used to maintain adjacent neighbors so even when the network is converged, hellos are still exchanged. On broadcast and point-to-point
links, the default is 10 seconds, on NBMA the default is 30 seconds.
Although OSPF is a link-state protocol the full database from each router is sent every 30 minutes (not seconds) therefore, C and D are not correct.

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Topic 3)
Refer to the exhibit.

Which two statements are true about the loopback address that is configured on RouterB? (Choose two.)
A. It ensures that data will be forwarded by RouterB.
B. It provides stability for the OSPF process on RouterB.
C. It specifies that the router ID for RouterB should be 10.0.0.1.
D. It decreases the metric for routes that are advertised from RouterB.
E. It indicates that RouterB should be elected the DR for the LAN.
Answer: BC
Explanation:
A loopback interface never comes down even if the link is broken so it provides stability for
the OSPF process (for example we use that loopback interface as the router-id) - The router-ID is chosen in the order below:
+ The highest IP address assigned to a loopback (logical) interface.
+ If a loopback interface is not defined, the highest IP address of all active router’s physical interfaces will be chosen.
-> The loopback interface will be chosen as the router ID of RouterB -

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Topic 5)
The network administrator has found the following problem.
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The remote networks 172.16.10.0, 172.16.20.0, and 172.16.30.0 are accessed through the Central router's serial 0/0 interface. No users are able to access
172.16.20.0. After reviewing the command output shown in the graphic, what is the most likely cause of the problem?
A. no gateway of last resort on Central
B. Central router's not receiving 172.16.20.0 update
C. incorrect static route for 172.16.20.0
D. 172.16.20.0 not located in Central's routing table
Answer: C
Explanation:
If we use 172.16.20.0 to route to 172.16.150.15, then the packet will route back. To clear this error we have to use #no ip route 172.16.20.0 255.255.255.0
172.16.150.15
command in configuration mode.

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 8)
Which protocol can identify connected devices within a mixed-vendor infrastructure?
A. Virtual terminal protocol
B. Network time protocol
C. Link level discovery protocol
D. Cisco discovery protocol
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 8)
How can an administrator determine if a router has been configured when it is first powered up?
A. A configured router prompts for a password.
B. A configured router goes to the privileged mode prompt.
C. An unconfigured router goes into the setup dialog.
D. An unconfigured router goes to the enable mode prompt.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 8)
When troubleshooting a LAN interface operating in full duplex mode, which error condition can be immediately ruled out?
A. giants
B. no buffers
C. collisions
D. ignored
E. dribble condition
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 8)
Refer to the exhibit.
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A network technician is unable to ping from R1 to R2. Using the output of the show interfaces serial0/1 command, what should the administrator do to correct the
problem?
A. Replace the serial cable between R1 and R2.
B. Reseat the serial connectors on the R1 and R2 routers.
C. Configure the serial0/1 interface on R2 with the no shutdown command.
D. Configure the serial0/1 interface on R1 with the clock rate 56000 command.
E. Configure the serial0/1 interface on R1 with the ip address 192.1.1.7 255.255.255.252 command.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 8)
Which configuration can be used with PAT to allow multiple inside address to be translated to a single outside address?
A. Dynamic Routing
B. DNS
C. Preempt
D. overload
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 8)
Refer to exhibit.

What Administrative distance has route to 192.168.10.1?
A. 1
B. 90
C. 110
D. 120
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 8)
What is true about Cisco Discovery Protocol?
A. it discovers the routers, switches and gateways.
B. it is network layer protocol
C. it is physical and data link layer protocol
D. it is proprietary protocol
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 8)
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What happens when the cable is too long?
A. Baby Giant
B. Late collision
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 8)
Drag and drop each cable type from the left onto the correct description on the right.
Select and Place:

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered
Answer: A
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 8)
What are three parts of an IPv6 global unicast address? (Choose three.)
A. an interface ID that is used to identify the local host on the network
B. an interface ID that is used to identify the local network for a particular host.
C. a subnet ID that is used to identify networks inside of the local enterprise site
D. a global routing prefix that is used to identify the network portion of the address that has been providedby an ISP
E. a global routing prefix that is used to identify the portion of the network address provided by a local administrator
Answer: ACD

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 8)
How many primary ipv4 addresses can be assigned on router interface ?
A. 1
B. 4
C. Unlimited
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 8)
The left describes the types of cables, while the right describes the purposes of the cables. Drag the items on the left to the proper locations. (Not all items can be
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used.)
Select and Place:

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered
Answer: A
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 8)
Which statement describes dynamic routing correctly?
A. more secure than static
B. high scaling for large network
C. easier to configure than static route
D. built for small networks
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 8)
Which information is used to install the best route to a destination in IP routing table?
A. the tunnel ID
B. the prefix length
C. the interface number
D. the autonomous system
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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